SHEER CURTAINS BY COUNTRY

See the difference experience makes.
Sheer choice. Because trends are for
social media, not curtains.

Sheers with privacy? Yes, Country
can do it.

While it’s important to offer what’s in vogue
right now, at Country Blinds we don’t want
you to be limited in your choice of Sheer
Curtain styles. So we offer S-Wave heading,
traditional pinch pleating, the more relaxed
pencil pleat or ‘gathering’ and even formal
reverse pinch pleating. Because we can make
more than just what’s currently popular, you
can choose the perfect look for your home
and your tastes.

For Sheer Curtains with privacy as part of
the package, talk to us about custom linings.
We’ll be happy to talk you through what’s
best, be this a lining on its own separate track
or perhaps even a roller blind.

What we see, what you see.
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factory over a light bed prior to being made
into curtains, so there’s no chance of defects
showing up when the completed curtains
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We straight-stitch our sheers for the most
durable result. Because you can see through
sheer curtains the stitch will always be
visible, so rather than using a blind hem
(which can pull through the fabric), at
Country we manufacture using a straight
stitch that stands up better to inevitable
interaction with people and pets.
We also colour-match our heading tapes,
because in some situations, such as with dark
coloured sheers, standard clear or white tape
can show through. Because we colour-match
our header tapes, they become virtually
invisible when sewn into the curtains.
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Even though some suppliers sew-in lead
weights as standard, we remove them and
replace them with a soft bottom hem. This
hem carries weights in the corners, sealed
into waterproof bags. The result is a straight,
soft look and no chance of discolouration
from metallic weights when the curtains
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tracks.
The aluminium tracks we use with our Sheer
Curtains are much lighter than traditional
materials, taking a load off your walls or
ceilings. There’s a colour range to choose
from, or we can have them powder coated
in virtually any colour you want. Choose
from tracks designed to almost disappear,
or bold decorative tracks created to make a
statement in your home.
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Following manufacture in our factory, all
curtains are pressed ready for installation
so that they look amazing right away, rather
than ‘well-travelled’. Should you need further
pressing onsite, we’ll happily steam them for
you in-house.
Curtains by Country are made in our Mount
Barker factory by trained seamstresses with
vast experience and real pride in what they
do. There’s no sub-contracting whatsoever;
everything we make is manufactured inhouse under our own control. Your peace of
mind rests on the fact that we take ultimate
responsibility for the quality of our products.

COUNTRY VALUES. COUNTRY PRIDE

The Country Blinds difference
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Three decades in business has earned Country Blinds the trust of home and business
owners all over South Australia. Every year, word-of-mouth recommendations
from happy Country customers mean our reputation for excellence in products and
service just keeps growing.

We make it, we install it.
Country Blinds is a family-owned, factory-direct supplier, manufacturing in our
Adelaide Hills factory and installing all over the state with no compromises. That
means our own installers take care of every single job. Because we make and install
everything ourselves, we stand behind our products and our workmanship.

Value
Real value comes from a business with the ability to create a bespoke product
tailored to your own home, perfectly suited to your décor and lifestyle. When it
comes to your home, ‘off-the-rack’ is often just another way of saying ‘compromise’.
We never compromise on value and there is nothing ‘off-the-rack’ about our products
or quality.

Locally owned and operated
We don’t just have showrooms…we have a factory. When you deal with Country you
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traced back to one place, one name, right here in South Australia. There are no third
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There’s more!
Thanks for taking the time to understand the many factors that set Country
Blinds apart. It’s worth noting that we make and install more than Sheer
Curtains – in fact Country proudly manufactures an enormous range of
interior and exterior window furnishings to suit all styles of home.

If you’d like to know more, simply ask your Design Consultant or
visit www.countryblinds.com.au

